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Fun Facts 

 
 

339  
Number of minutes the average 
attendee spent logged in  
 

512 
Number of webcasts attendees 
watched 
 

1,394 
Number of people who registered  
 

3,305 
Number of messages exchanged  
 

19,452 
Total number of hours attendees 
spent logged in  
 
 
 
 
 
 

(Figure 1)  

It’s like You’re in the Room: Virtual Event Center Creates a Truly 
Interactive Environment at January Virtual National Sale Meeting 

When the decision was made a few years ago to transition 
Cengage Learning’s January National Sales Meeting to a 
virtual platform, organizers faced a difficult question: How do 
you create the same experience as a “live” event where 
colleagues are free to interact, share best practices and 
network in a virtual environment?   
 
“The short answer – it’s been a challenge!” explains Vincent 
Martinez, Director of Training, Higher Education. “We’ve 
always succeeded in delivering fantastic learning content and 
training to our sales teams during the Virtual National Sales 
Meeting (VNSM). However, Cengage Learning’s sales 
leadership understood the importance of incorporating a more 
meaningful way for sales reps and mangers to interact. The 
company was going to need something more than webcasts 
and teleconferences to keep our dynamic sales force engaged 
in the future. This year, the rollout of the Virtual Event Center 
was our first attempt at creating a truly interactive virtual 
environment.” 
  
Essentially, the Virtual Event Center (VEC) is an online replica 
of a physical sales meeting. By logging into a 3D environment, 
sales reps and managers are able to watch presentations, 
interact with speakers and peers, visit exhibition booths and 
relax in a networking lounge to chat about the topics of the day, 
just like you would at a face-to-face event. (continued on next page) 
 
 



 
Once logged into the virtual space, attendees immediately found themselves in The Cengage Lobby 
(figure 1). Sales reps and managers were then greeted by a virtual host – David Gillespie, Vice President 
of Strategy, Training and Development – who offered tips on how to navigate the site and highlighted the 
events of the day. Users could then visit the following spaces:  
 

• The VCLU Hall – This is the auditorium where 
sales reps and managers can watch various 
breakout and WebEx sessions. 

• The Exhibition Hall – This is the showroom floor 
where participants can visit exhibition booths and 
text chat with Marketing and Editorial colleagues. 

• The Networking Lounge – A place where users 
can have a one-on-one conversation with peers 
via their computer chat panel. 

• The Resource Center – A single location where 
participants can download documents, videos, 
demo scripts and other VNSM materials.  

 
“Feedback from the sales organization was 
overwhelmingly positive,” explains Gillespie. “Reps loved 
the new environment, which allowed them to access their 
sessions, interact with each other, and have access 
outside of sessions to marketing managers and editors. 
For everyone, we all appreciated having something 
innovative and different.” 
 
Register numbers also reflected the success of 
experimenting with this new virtual space. Traditionally, 
organizers are pleased if they get approximately 800 
people register for the VNSM.  This year, there were a 
total of 1,394 unique registrations and the average users 
spent five hours and 39 minutes online. Martinez says, 
“The amount of information we’re able to track in the 
back-end system using the VEC is far superior to 
anything we used in the past. I know how many 
documents were downloaded, the number of messages 
exchanged between attendees, which booths were the 
most popular – the list is endless!” 
  
Sales and Marketing teams will now spend the coming 
months putting the metrics gathered during the VNSM to 
practical use. Overall, Gillespie says his team was 
extremely pleased with the functionality of the VEC. “This 
spring, we will use the virtual space for customer facing 
events, which will give us a chance to learn more about 
its possibilities and potential,” explains Gillespie. “We 
won’t make a final decision on whether to use the Virtual 
Event Center again until after the August National Sales 
Meeting.”  
 
Please contact Vincent Martinez if you wish to learn more about the Virtual Event Center including its 
functionality, back-end system and tools.  
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